Chaplin Harris Talks in Irvine Today at 10

Penn State Champion Seek Henley Cup Wins

by John Davis Sports Editor

Penn State's rowing team is one of the strongest in the country and will be competing for the Henley Cup in England. The team has been preparing for the upcoming regatta by practicing in the Schuylkill River and at Lake Nockamixon, located near the campus. The team consists of experienced rowers who have won numerous championships and are expected to perform well in the competition. The fans of the team are encouraged to support them and cheer them on during the event.
Most of the sports columns and features that have appeared in The Daily Pennsylvan-
ian have concerned themselves with
crushes, players, and the gentlemen of
the Athletic Department. Names such as
Steve Sebo, Jack McCloskey, Jerry Ford, and
Bob Paul are probably well known to most of
you. One of the hardest working and most
interest- ing columnists you have ever
read about is Connie White. Connie, all
three have extensive athletic backgrounds. Sue
is a member of the United States Women's Lacrosse Team and an official in that sport.
She hopes to assume the role of coach in the near future.
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Lightweight Crew Wins
3rd EARC Sprint Title

by Ed Epstein

One day early in the spring, lightweight crew coach, Bill Myers, was discussing 150 pound rowing in general and Penn's lightweight sprint championship at the windswept Charles River in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Quakers Upset Dopes

Most of the pre-race predictions favored established Princeton, un- 
known Yale, Boston, and Harvard as favorites, and relegated Penn to a darkhorse role.

The Quakers, however, finished sixth last year as aspirants, as they led the field throughout most of the race, but finally were overtaken with just a quarter of a mile to go to the finish line in the excellent conditions at Cambridge.

Lightweight Crew Wins
3rd EARC Sprint Title

The University of Pennsylvania lightweight crew steered their boat to an unexpected victory last week in the annual Eastern Intercollegiate Rowing Association, last week's two day sprint competition at New Haven.

Kaye again won the team championship by defeating Harvard in the final match, as both crews were tied at the end of the regu- lar 30 miles. The Quakers staged the biggest upset in EARC history, finishing third in the 1955 championship.

The two only bright spots for Penn were Frank Schuck and Don Maitland, both of whom and Admas are the remaining heavyweights on the crew, they displayed a great potential of coming seasons at Penn.

Boyle played as well as he ever did throughout most the race, but finaly was defeated by Admas in the first heat, as he was not able to keep his balance through the last five strokes. Unfortunately, he just wasn't able to maintain his stroke to qualify for the 20s.

Haines Has Poor Start

In winning the dash title, Maitland was the only one of the Maitland brotherhood this year who failed to win a race. Mark Maitland lost the first heat again and realized his first appearance of the season when he pitted against Harvard for the second heat title. The Quakers, who finished behind MIT, covered the first heat in 100th miles, and eight-tenths seconds slower than the winners. The winning time was 1:46 for the 20s.

According to the Quakers, the victory of the season when it reached the Harvard line, the Maitland brothers set the mark for the third heat.

Maltese had the best start of the two, but then was unable to keep his balance through the last five strokes. Unfortunately, he just isn't able to maintain his stroke to qualify at the end of the 30 miles.
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Maltese had the best start of the two, but then was unable to keep his balance through the last five strokes. Unfortunately, he just isn't able to maintain his stroke to qualify at the end of the 30 miles.

Netmen Lose

To Dartmouth

Princeton's Penn, which dropped a few points over the weekend, and along with the other three, had a chance for a winning season. The Quakers now won 21 of the remaining 10, four of which would have one of their remaining games with Penn at Princeton.

Dartmouth's third appearance in the last two years against Harvard, Cornell and Lehigh, or wind up in the number 3 spot for the season's 20s.

Captain Charlie Pears turned in a 6-2, 6-1 triumph over the weekend. With his victory, he added another title to his growing list of successes. The Quaker's were three points behind Cornell, who remained in the lead with a 11-8 record.

Maltese almost pulled the upset over Captain Maitland, but was defeated by Captain Pears in the final heat, as he was unable to keep his balance through the last five strokes. Unfortunately, he just isn't able to maintain his stroke to qualify at the end of the 30 miles.

Haines, Kline, Lee Shine In Heptagonal Outings

by Hugh Jascurt

PRINCETON, N. J., MAY 14.—John Haines, Willie Lee, and Al Kline again stole the Pennsylvania spotlight, but the improved performances of their teammates in the Heptagonal track championships here today gave the Quakers bright hopes of winning the Heptagonal title in the final regular season competition before Wednesday's encounter with Princeton.

Quaker Baseboll Squad

Rained Out Over Weekend

With rain and wet grounds forcing cancellation of last Saturday's Pennsylvania-Navy baseball contest, the Quakers lost the golden opportunity to move up in several of the northeastern figures in the Eastern Intercollegiate League standings.

A Penn victory, had the game been played as scheduled, would have given the Quakers a fourth place tie for fifth place with the Middle, Army and Dartmouth. Instead the Red and Blue, who still possess a loop mark of 3-3, had to settle for the eight spot, only one game ahead of last-place Cornell.

The freshman nine won a four-inning victory over Denver Saturday, when the Dragon nine batted to throw up for the two runs. The Quakers then scored one run in the first, but tied in the next two innings, and were defeated by a score of 10-1.
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by Hugh Jascurt

The Pennsylvania lightweight golf team, after facing several challenges this spring, finally reached the championship tournament at the final week of the season. The Quakers, however, were unable to obtain the victory which was at the time, they were unable to compete in every race.

Last Saturday, Myers entered the Quakers in the Eastern Intercollegiate Lightweight sprint championship as the wind-swept Charles River in Cambridge.
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VARSITY CLUB
All members of the Varsity Club who have not as yet obtained their Varsity Club pins may do so at Yardley at Bob Paul's office in Weightman Hall.

Crew Elects Managers
Douglas J. Donohue was elected head manager of the crew yesterday. Along with Donohue Robert Zuckman was elected assistant head manager and Larry Brown was named associate manager. All three are seniors.

Yardley After Shower Powder morning and night. Here is a special drying action. Yardley brings you the principle of the physical and biological sciences.

College Outline Series
The College Outline Series is a new feeling of well-being—princely values at natural fit, "stain-free, army". "... and sending in our dual entry to..."

PROGRESS IS OUR MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT

Young scientist
works on new ways
to handle "hot"
radioactive fuel

Whenever uranium is "burned" in an atomic reactor, certain valuable elements such as plutonium are left behind in the "ash.

These products are highly radioactive, but they must be recovered because of their great value to the atomic energy program.

This is the job of 31-year-old H. Ward Alter, Supervisor of the Separations Chemistry Unit at the AEC’s Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, which General Electric operates in Schenectady, N. Y.

Alter’s Work Is Vital, Important
Alter is doing his job well. He has already received the Coffin Award, General Electric’s highest honor, for developing an apparatus that makes possible faster, safer, and more efficient recovery of the valuable elements in the "ash.

The work done by Alter and his group helps lower costs, increase efficiency and expand our knowledge of the chemical processing of spent radioactive fuels.

DONT MISS
THE IVY BALL
on
FRIDAY
MAY 20
at
THE BROADWOOD

THE DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN
TUESDAY, MAY 17, 1955
L. J. Schwarts, Optometrist, 14 S. 50th, St. Open until 9 p.m. on Mon. and Fri.
J. J. McKee, Optometrist, 14 S. 50th, St. Open until 9 p.m. on Mon. and Fri.

CLASSIFIED ADS
OFFICIAL ATTACHMENTS—Prompt, student discounts. Format, typeset, typeset and red lines repaired, always allowed full enthusiasm. To avoid inconvenience have us copy your proofs from your letwin. No obligations.

10% DISCOUNT to PENNMEM showing matric card
on all parts and accessories body and fender repairs all makes serviced official AAA station

Save 20¢
NEW YORK
12 25
5 75
10 00
15 25
25 00
50 00
1.00 00
2.50 00
5.00 00
10 00

M. WARD ALTER joined G.E. in 1941 at Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory after receiving a B.S. in 1943 and Ph.D. in Chemistry in 1948 at U. of California. He worked with the Manhattan Project at Oak Ridge, 1944-45.